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In the next 20 minutes or so….

• The legacy of the past
- Historic H,S&W performance in W&R and the formation of WISH

• WISHes fulfilled?
- The work of WISH to date
- The achievements of the industry

• Should we be proud?
- The state of the Industry today

• The way forward
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The legacy of the past

• Accident rates in the waste industry 
- Fatal injuries 2003/4

The Industry with the highest rate of fatal injury is the 

recycling of waste and scrap where the rate is nearly 40 

times the national average.
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• Accident rates in the waste industry 
- Bomel Report

“Damming research was published yesterday by the HSE which 

showed that around 4,000 accidents are reported by the waste 

industry each year, or approximately 2,500 per 100,000 workers. 

This is nearly five times the national average accident rate, and 

the fatal incident rate of 10 in 100,000 is ten times the national 

average.”

http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrhtm/rr240.htm

“The research, conducted by Bomel Limited, was based on 

2001/02 figures and revealed that incidents were mainly reported 

from refuse or recycling collection crews manually sorting the 

waste.”

From letsrecycle.com 17 June 2004

The legacy of the past
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Genesis

• May 2001
- Initial proposal arose out of  

a ‘summit’ between the HSE 
and ESA.

• July 2001
- First meeting held 

• May 2002
- First publication INDG 359

WISHful beginnings
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• Best practice guidance notes

- Reviewed, revised and updated
- Living work in progress

WISH documents
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Reference Title Description and comments Publication?

WASTE 09 Safe transport in the waste management 

and recycling industry

Currently under review by an ESA working group End 2023?

WASTE 23 Safe waste and recycling collection 

services

Under review, looking to add examples including high speed roads and collections on 

red routes

Draft for consultation Easter 

2023

WASTE 25 Managing access to large waste and 

recycling bins

Review completed. Changes to be consulted on. Spring 2023

WASTE 26 Managing health and safety in civic amenity 

sites

Review plus additional text on flares and bag splitting Draft for consultation Easter 

2023

WASTE 28 Reducing fire risk at waste management 

sites

Further research on fire initiation (batteries and self heating) Research in 2023, 

publication 2024

WASTE 31 Procurement of waste collection and other 

services

Review and updating of document last published in 2012 End 2023

WASTE XX Supervisor Competence Review and re-writing of 2015 document. Consultation responses received document 

being redrafted.

End 2023

WASTE XX Large waste container repair and 

refurbishment

First draft consulted upon, currently being revised. Mid 2023

Reference Title Description and comments Publication?

INFO 19 Mobile plant operator training Withdrawn in 2021, being reissued. Dec 2022

INFO 23 Bioaerosols in waste and recycling Recently consulted on, in final preparation for publication Dec 2022

INFO XX Landfill gas guidance Based on older HSE work (2010) Consultation draft mid 2023

INFO XX Rogue aerosols in waste streams Data gathering now complete, Consultation draft mid 2023

INFO XX Machinery safety – cable strippers Currently drafted, supports WASTE 33 Consultation early 2023

INFO XX Machinery safety – metals balers Currently drafted, supports WASTE 33 Consultation early 2023

INFO XX Machinery safety – crocodile shears Currently being drafted, supports WASTE 33 Consultation mid 2023

INFO XX Machinery safety – fragmentisers and 

shredders

Currently being drafted, supports WASTE 33 Consultation mid 2023

INFO XX Black Bag splitting Issues with black bag splitting at HWRC sites and similar, based on earlier WRAP 

document. Supports WASTE 26

Consultation draft mid 2023

INFO XX Addressing and supporting mental health Based on the current ESA document. Consultation Early 2023

• Living work in progress



Timeline of versions:

▪ 26th March 2020 – Request from DEFRA & HSE for guidance to be drafted.

▪ 27th March 2020 – First consultation draft issued

▪ 2nd April 2020 – Version 1.2 of INFO13 issued

▪ 14th April 2020 – Version 2 of INFO13 issued

▪ 23rd April 2020 – Version 3 of INFO 13 issued

▪ 5th May 2020 – Version 4 of INFO13 issued

▪ 15th May 2020 – Version 5 of INFO 13 issued

▪ 4th June 2020 – Version 6 of INFO 13 issued with V1.4 of REF07

▪ 30th June 2020 – Version 7 of INFO13 issued with V2 of REF07

▪ 2nd August 2020 – Version 8 of INFO 13 issued including a table of pro’s 

and con’s on face coverings and face masks.

▪ 1st January 2021 – Version 9 of INFO 13 issued 

▪ 27th April 2021 – Version 10 of INFO 13 issued



The art of the possible

▪ A truly tripartite collaborative approach to tackling difficult 

Health, Safety and Welfare issues IS possible. 

▪ “It doesn’t happen by magic”. It isn’t easy, it takes individual 

commitment and willingness to work together by all involved. 

▪ It doesn’t have to be about compromise, or the “lowest common 

denominator”, and it doesn’t have to take forever.

▪ The result is something better than could be achieved by one 

group or even the sum of the individual parties.  

The lessons of the development of INFO13 on COVID19
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The current state of the industry

Should we be proud?

• Waste = High Risk Sector

• Fatal Injury Statistics for 2020/21 show:
- Five year average of 8 fatalities a year
- Fatality rate  is  17 times higher than all industry rate

• Over the last seven years 72% fatal accidents related to workplace transport 
(30%), machinery (30%) and being struck by objects (22%)

• Annually 4000 workers suffer non-fatal injuries;

• Each year 5000 workers believe they suffered a work-related illness

• The public sector makes up 30% of the employment in the sector and was 
responsible for 44% of all RIDDOR reports.

• In 2020/21 HSE issued 139 improvement notices and 52 prohibition notices

http://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/industry/waste-recycling.pdf
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Achievements to date

• ESA accident charter 

Accident rate fell from 4150 to 

2428 between 2003 and 2007. 

More than a 12% year on year 
reduction overall, for several 
years there was a plateau but 
there are signs that 
performance is starting to 
improve again. 

Maybe it’s time to move on 
from RIDDOR rates and LTI’s 
as a measure of H, S & W 
performance?
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The current state of the industry

Should we be proud?

• Between October 2021 and March 2022 the HSE carried out a series of 
targeted inspections focused on Workplace Transport and Machinery guard in 
the W&R sector

• 849 sites were visited

- 38% of those sites were found to be material breach of the regulations

- 154 Notices were issued
- 113 Improvement notes; &
- 41 prohibition notes (3 of which were for inadequate welfare facilities)

http://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/industry/waste-recycling.pdf
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The current state of the W&R industry

Waste and Recycling

• Industry evidence

• Ill health absence rates are 8x 
higher in MRF’s than they are in 
collection activities which are 
4x higher than UK 
manufacturing

• Bioaerosols, particulates and 
dusts with specific hazardous 
characteristics are detected at 
concerning levels during 
surveys at MRF’s and waste 
handling operations.
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The current state of the W&R industry
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• Greater focus on Safety

• Machinery safety
• Machinery Isolation
• Containment Walls
• Vehicle safety

The way forward 
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• Greater focus on health

• Occupational health programs
• Addressing Mental Health
• Bioaerosols
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What can YOU do to help?

Make your WISHes reality

• Working for each other
- WISH exists to bring together the industry and do the 

things that cannot be done alone.
- The WISH membership (YOU!) direct our path 

(through the strategy consultation) and set our work 
programme.

• Renewing your commitment to a safer 
and healthier industry.

- Membership is open to All.

- Draw up your plan to improve Health, Safety and 
welfare in your organisation and the industry

- Make your public commitment to that plan to 
supporting WISH and its members in their health, 
safety and welfare objectives for the whole of the 
industry.
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wastehero.io

Andy Crofts
07 March 2023

Municipal Waste Management, 
Reimagined



Today’s Agenda

1. Introduction to WasteHero

1. Reimagined Municipal Waste Software

2. Disconnected Waste Management Software 

3. Automated Workflows

2. Challenges in Municipal Waste Management

1. Back Office Pressures

2. Green Agenda

3. Budget Cuts

3. Q&A



wastehero.io

Reimagined & up-to-date 360°
SaaS Suite helping cities manage 
waste collection, reduce operative 
time & engage citizens effortlessly.

One connected solution that empowers cost 
savings, sustainable operations and 
workflow automation for local authorities.









Pressure on 
Back Office

• Using multiple systems that can’t integrate

• Local authorities struggling to meet new 

requirements with old systems

• Employees are frustrated with paper-

based processes and old, clunky systems

• Retaining employees

• Driver shortages

• Long time to train new drivers

Problems

Municipal Waste 
Systems are Fragmented 
and Frustrating to Use



Green Agenda

• Incoming legislation to collect food waste 

every week

• How to effectively engage citizens regarding 

changes

• How to redesign rounds with Electrification 

and new collection rounds, with focus on 

reducing miles driven, decreasing fuel and 

CO2

• How to boost recycling rates and engage 

citizens



Budget Cuts

• Pressure to cut costs across operations

• Subscription costs for multiple software 

packages

• Wages for frontline and back office staff

• Redesigning rounds for cost-effective 

operations (drivers, vehicles)

• High cost of diesel

• Vehicle maintenance



Question:
Are you experiencing the 

same or different challenges?



Next Steps Outline

Discovery Proof of
Value Blueprint Proposal Delivery 

& Support
Intro
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Municipal Waste Management, 
Reimagined











5.7 items compared to 7.4 items for 
those who perceive a negative 
recycling norm

Those who perceive a 

strong recycling norm in 

their local area dispose 

of fewer items 

incorrectly 













Our focus
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Drinking glasses

Toothpaste tubes

Tissues and paper towels

Plastic wrapping film

Plastic toys

Thin plastic carrier bags

Pots, pans or cutlery

Black bin bags containing items for…

Plastic pots and tubs

Plastic trays

Cotton wool/make up pads

Foil

Batteries

Aerosols

Animal bedding

Food

Pet litter / poo

Plastic drinks bottles

Toiletries and shampoo bottles

Percentage of the UK 

that contaminate with 

1+ material

84%
November 2021: 87%

Average number of 

items UK households 

recycle incorrectly

4.0
November 2021: 4.6



Recycle Now found that contamination isn’t a single behaviour by one group of 

people. In many cases it comes from good intentions.

How to address contamination

Research indicates the most promising approaches to address the issue are:

• Making checkers more effective

• Making guessers more successful 
• Showing why contamination is bad

How and why contamination happens











Typographic option  



Other campaign 
materials





How to get involved

• Download the Toolkit – wrap.org.uk/resources/campaign-assets

• Use normative and unity messages in own communications

• Use the ‘Let’s Get It Right’ campaign materials

• If you operate a food recycling service use our campaign materials to boost 

participation

• If you are rolling out a new service use our new service campaign materials

• Make sure the Recycling Locator is up-to-date with your service details 

• Embed the Locator or link to it

https://wrap.org.uk/resources/campaign-assets
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